Sert Council members provide the Harvard Graduate School of Design with vital support.
Members of the Josep Lluís Sert Council provide the Harvard Graduate School of Design the ability to attract the most ambitious design students while developing an environment where faculty bring innovation to their teaching and research. Annual giving opportunities include the following*:

**GSD Fund for Financial Aid**
Empower the next generation of designers. Your contribution to the GSD Fund ensures that additional financial aid resources will be available to the most talented students from around the globe.

**Dean’s Innovation Fund**
Your support of the Dean’s Innovation Fund enables the GSD to invest in groundbreaking new initiatives without constraint.

**Dean’s Fund for Real Estate**
Support the enhancement of teaching and research of real estate at the GSD. Your gift to the Dean’s Fund for Real Estate deepens the integral relationship between design and real estate.

**The Frances Loeb Library**
Your gift to the Frances Loeb Library supports a preeminent global design resource that provides the GSD and Harvard community with a robust platform for design research, teaching, and learning.

—Master in Architecture Fund
—Master of Architecture in Urban Design Fund
—Master in Design Studies Fund
—Master in Landscape Architecture Fund
—Master in Urban Planning Fund

*There are additional opportunities to support the Harvard GSD and become a Sert Council member. If you have any questions, please contact sertcouncil@gsd.harvard.edu.

gsd.harvard.edu/donate